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After having an accident that leaves him near death, Michael Thomas is visited by a wise angel who
asks what it is that he really wants from life. Michael replies that he really wants to go home, but to
get there he must go through a series of adventures which provide him with rare insight.
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This tale by Kyron is quiet in its presentation yet mighty in subject matter. The title "The Journey
Home" suggests that this book is about choosing purpose over aimlessness; hope over
hopelessness; a story about the meaning of life and the real definition of "home". Most of us have
had moments in our lives where we're pleading with the universe to assist us with getting out of our
current life situation; we detest our present reality so much becuase we know something is missing
but we don't know what or how to even begin healing our sadness. This book is avaiable to shed
some light about our individual missions/contracts here on Earth and how we can come to terms
with our overall purpose and still enjoy living our daliy lives as human BEINGS! I first read this this
story about 5 years ago and I was easily fooled by it's "simplistic" format and really didn't get the
beauty. Everything in this book is consciously written and symbolically presented. It speaks to you
on a subconscious level if you have the intent to experience the book this way. My celluar structure
responded to the information presented even when my conscious self was just enjoying the journey.
The common theme of this tale is "Not everything is as it seems" and this can be applied to just
even picking this book up on a whim and not taking it too seriously. Let yourself be open to

experiencing this journey. It's a must! If you've gotten this far on the site and you're reading this
review...I think it's about time you read this book! I have greatly benefitted from these words of
wisdom and I have enjoyed feeling love along the way. This book reminds us that life is ours for the
taking. We are here because we chose to be. Life is not random or meaningless. I know I play a part
in the grand scheme of things.
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